FITASC Game Rifle, adapted for use by BSRC
A round comprises four series of five bullets at four targets. (If used, the running boar will be
shot 3 times from left to right and twice from right to left or vice versa twice from left to right
and 3 times from right to left at shooter’s choice.)


The deer target is shot in the standing position, with the weapon resting on one side
of the post.



The sitting fox target is shot in the prone position, 2 arms on the ground. The arm
supporting the front part of the rifle must rest on the elbow.



The chamois target is shot in the standing position, with the weapon resting on a
stick. The stick should be standardised 2 meter long with a diameter of 30mm.



The boar target is shot in the standing position straight arm or bended elbow, no
weapon rest.

Each shooter has 30 (thirty) minutes to shoot the series of four targets, under control of the
RO.
After firing his/her round of five shots at the paper game target, each shooter must remain in
position on the shooting range until the other shooters in the squad have finished firing their
rounds of five shots at their respective targets.
Depending on the installations, the first competition will be shot at the deer target, the
second at the sitting fox target, the third at the motionless chamois target, and the fourth at
the boar or running boar.
Shooters must be ready to shoot immediately when called and must have the necessary
equipment and ammunition with them to shoot the full series.
Standard rifles complying with the operative legislation in the country concerned are
accepted. They must not weigh more than 5 Kg (the weapon will be weighted including
scope, breech and magazine) and must have a minimum calibre of 22 Hornet. Use of a set
trigger is not permitted.
Rifles equipped with any kind of bipods, muzzle brakes, silencers, additional weight and
balancers are not permitted. The use of straps or slings is not permitted.
There are no restrictions on scope magnification.
Adjustable stocks, full stocks and thumbhole stocks are permitted. Frame stocks and frame
forehands are banned. No stock hooks are admitted. No frames and no “mushroom” shape
forehands are admitted.
Any perforation (external porting) of the barrel is prohibited and only solid barrels are
allowable.
Rifle length overall should not exceed 125cm.
Random check will be performed during the competition and if found one or more infraction
of above rules, the shooter will be immediately disqualified.

In the event of a gun malfunction, irrespective of the reason, the shooter must remain
standing, weapon pointed towards the shooting zone, without opening the gun or touching
the safety catch, until the weapon has been examined by the judging referee.

Full FITASC Game Rifle rules can be found at:http://www.fitasc.com/upload/files/Rglt_TCC_ENG_2013.pdf

